
	
	

 
 

Monday saw the beginning of the technical sessions at this year’s PVSC with Areas 4, 5 and 7 beginning 

with plenary sessions, and the presentation of this year’s Cherry Award. 

In Area 4, Pietro Altermatt (Trina Solar) presented the most recent research in 

High-Performance  (HP) multi-crystalline p-type silicon wafer, showing that the 

reduction in dislocations due to the HP mc-Si process and the reduction in Fe 

impurities in the silicon material has already allowed to reach a record efficiency 

of 21.25% (total area on 156mm wafers) and will allow to reach efficiencies 

greater than 22% in the future. If contaminants such as Fe and Cu are sufficiently 

reduced, the performance of mc-Si can be as good as mono-crystalline CZ solar 

cells. He also presented a roadmap toward 24% efficiency.  

In Area 5 David Ginger gave an overview of some fascinating results that have 

been made possible with innovative scanning probe and optical microscopy 

methods, including confocal techniques. These approaches have allowed 

detailed investigations of materials with nanoscale grains, with an emphasis in 

this talk on perovskites. Some key conclusions that came from these efforts 

include that grain boundaries are not always benign, with extraction barriers 

explaining the seeming disparity between luminescence imaging results and 

device performance.  

For the Area 7 plenary, we were pleased to welcome a talk from Christophe 

Allaud of OneWeb who presented on “Low Cost Applied to Large 

Constellations” for their ambitious goal to provide global high speed internet 

access. Christophe’s presentation demonstrated the manufacturing and 

automated assembly plans needed to achieve their production plans of over 900 

satellites per year. The first generation of satellites plan to utilize triple junction 

III-V solar cells generating around 500 watts and would have an expected 

mission life of 6 years. 



	
	

After a coffee break it was on to the official welcome to by Conference General 

Chair, Dr. Angèle Reinders who introduced our keynote speaker Charlie Gay. In 

an entertaining talk Charlie took the audience through some of the major 

developments throughout PV history up to the present day of large scale 

generation replacing conventional generators as they are retired from service. 

After making a not so obvious connection between the learning curve of PV and 

broiled chicken he showed some of the challenges to grid integration of large 

scale PV, citing as a famous example, in keeping with the avian theme, the duck 

curve and the problems of overgeneration during peak hours.  

It was then on the presentation of awards this year’s Young Professional Awardee, Weiwei Deng, for her 

efforts in achieving new record efficiencies for PERC structure during her time with Trina’s Advanced 

Solar Cell program. Richard King was then inducted as an IEEE Fellow for his contributions in high 

efficiency multijunction solar cells over a number of years. It was then on to the Cherry Award, with past 

winner Ron Sinton presenting this year’s award to Eli Yablonovitch. Eli’s many important contributions 

over the last four decades, including the famous 4n2 result for light trapping, were highlighted in an elegant 

description of the relationship between PV performance and light emission. He also showed some 

interesting results for making radiative refrigerators and some potential applications. Eli finished off with 

some advice for students that might make supervisors lives more difficult! 

 

   

 

After breaking for lunch it was on to the first set of oral sessions across Areas 4, 2, 11, 7, 5, 1 and 3. We 

would like to thank the Session Chairs for providing highlights on the excellent work presented in their 

areas.  

 

 

 



	
	

Area 4 - Passivated Contacts, Low Temperature 

A new record efficiency IBC silicon heterojunction was presented by Kunta Yoshikawa of Kaneka with 

26.7% reported, with a record FF of 84.9% (measurement certified by AIST). Antoine Descoeudres of 

CSEM demonstrated more resistance improvements of the i layer to develop Si heterojunction. Screen 

printing cells reaching 23.9% were demonstrated, showing one of the highest efficiencies reported for any 

screen printed cells (both sides contacted). James Bullock of UCB demonstrated performance improvement 

and stability improvement of cells without any dopant layers using MoOx and TiOx/LiF contacts on top of 

thin a/Si layers. Screen printed cells reaching 20.7% were reported. A presentation on the integration of 

nano-crystalline silicon oxide layer into silicon heterojunction cell, by student award finalist Luana 

Mazzarella of HZB, leading to 22.6% efficient devices was given. For a heterojunction with MoOx as the 

p contact, Stephanie Essig showed the role of hydrogen and temperature in degrading the properties of 

devices. By suitable pre/treatment removing H, temperature stable devices which can be screen printed and 

annealed at 190C are demonstrated. 

 

Area 2 - Advances in CIGSe I 

Marika Edoff of Uppsala University reported the development of high Voc (Cu,Ag)(In,Ga)Se2 (ACIGS) 

with KF post deposition treatment. They have achieved 814 mV Voc at absorber bandgap of 1.22 eV on a 

20.9%-efficient 1-cm2-sized ACIGS solar cell. Sina Soltanmohammad from the University of Delaware 

followed with results also on ACIGS, but using selenization of the precursors. Pran Paul from Ohio State 

showed the effects of the 0.98-eV state in CIGS. Muhammad Islam from Tsukuba presented admittance 

spectroscopy analysis of CIGS. Alexander Eeles, Loughborough Univ, described their printing techniques 

for achieving high efficiency CIGS cells. 

Area 7 - Space systems and component technologies 

Some highlights for this area included Roberta Campesato’s work at CESI on the development of low cost 

space solar cells leading to the production of high resistant cells against irradiation, especially proton 

irradiation. Qualification of such cells is under progress. Using doping, passivation, annealing and SiC 

deposition on Ge wafer, Stefan Janz of Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems showed substantial 

potential of improvement for the performance of III-V triple junction solar cells in space environments. 

Omar Abudayyeh from University of New Mexico showed cell grid resistance to mechanical cracks can be 

improved by adding carbon nanotubes to the contact silver and an industrial way of manufacturing such 

grids was demonstrated. Don Walker from Aerospace demonstrated that non-destructive measurements of 

radiation response of each subcell in a MJ cell is possible. Ryan Beauchemin of ATA demonstrated 

pseudomorphic glass emissivity measured before and after electron radiation with emittance data utilized 



	
	

to calculate the temperature, including thermal balance testing. Gordon Wu from Space Systems/Loral 

discussed an automated tool for accurate shadow prediction of space solar arrays, showing good correlation 

to flight data (within 0.6%), which translates to lower cost and/or more mission capability, and as 

troubleshooting tool. 

Area 5 - Characterization of Solar Cells 

Uwe Rau presented an exciting invited talk on a top down approach for calculating the limiting efficiency 

of solar cells with, and without, non-radiative recombination. He also demonstrated an EL imaging based 

method to determine the collection efficiency. Chuanxiao Xiao presented very interesting data from a 

system that combines an electron microscope with near field scanning optical microscopy to measure 

transport in solar cell materials. Yan Zhu presented photoluminescence image data from a new system that 

enables arbitrary illumination patterns and demonstrated experimental proof of concept data for series 

resistance imaging, diffusion length imaging and emitter sheet resistance imaging. Laurent Lombez 

presented experimental data from hyperspectral imaging experiments, enabling the extraction of a range of 

specific device and material parameters with high spatial resolution, including the separation of the quasi 

Fermi energies. Geoff Gregory introduced a promising new experimental method for inline contact 

resistance and sheet resistance measurements based on circular transmission line structures. 

	
Area 1 - Quantum Dot and Intermediate Band Solar Cells 

Tooru Tanaka of Saga University showed Cl doping of ZnTeO allowing an increase in Delta EQE due to 

two photon excitation. Alex Martinson (Argonne National Labs) reported that Cobalt doping of Pb 

perovskites is theoretically predicated to create an intermediate band. Ryo Tamaki (Univ. of Tokyo) 

compared three potential IBSC materials to consider if electron-hole spatial separation in type-II aligned 

systems suppresses radiative recombination. Yang Cheng (Oklahoma Univ.) spoke about InAs/GaAsSb QD 

IBSC approach with PL and EL data demonstrating carrier localization. Yushuai Dai (RIT) surveyed 

challenges of InAs/AlGaAs QD IBSCs, particularly getting second photon absorption to dominate at room 

temperature. Engineering AlGaAs and applying bias enhanced charge separation, improving lifetime and 

therefore second photon-driven escape. Shigeo Asahi (Kobe Univ) presented a two-step photon up-

conversion solar call involving a heterojunction between a wide and narrow gap material (AlGaAs/GaAs). 

Photocurrent generation by excitation with wavelengths that excite only the narrow gap was reported as 

well as enhancement of that photocurrent when longer wavelength light excites electrons across the 

interface. 

 



	
	

Area 3 - III-V PV: New Areas and Applications 

Area 3 kicked off with Stephen Forrest of University of Michigan giving an invited talk on overcoming 

epitaxial lift-off challenges and substrate reuse of thin GaAs solar cells enabling reduced cost. Speakers 

from NREL and Tulane University each spoke on CPV/CSP hybrid systems. Nikhil Jain of NREL presented 

on improved efficiency in HVPE-grown GaInAsP cells for future integration with Si, while Todd Deutsch, 

also from NREL, discussed the use of inverted metamorphic dual-junction devices for photo-

electrochemical hydrogen generation. 

After a break it was time for the first poster session in the afternoon session and some of the highlights 

follow. The three nominated posters in Area 4 focussed on chemical oxide formation, leakage current 

simulation for PV modules, and an IBC HET cell. In Area 7 transfer printing of 3J IMMs has been 

successfully performed for the first time, coming across the limitations of conventional fabrication methods 

of linear multi-junction solar cell receivers for concentration applications. The poster, An Alternative 

Method for Solar Cell Integration, by J. Buckner from AFRL described development activities carried out 

on the coverglass bonding technique. Thin and Flexible Triple Junction cells 30% efficient: qualification 

results and future space applications by R. Campesato from CESI described for the first time results of 

specifically defined engineering test to verify the integrity and performance of qualified thin film 3J bare 

solar cells to operate under bending conditions in orbit. 

The full list of Poster Award Winners will be posted on the PVSC website and on social media. Look for a 

digital version of the winning posters on the large video monitors near the conference registration desk.  

Immediately after the poster session it was time for the Exhibitor’s Reception and a chance for all to take a 

deep breath after a full day of good presentations. Lively discussions and a chance to catch up with old and 

new friends followed as a nice cap to the first day of the 44th PVSC. 

 

That’s it for the first day of technical sessions, get 

ready to do it all again tomorrow. If you don’t have 

tickets for this year’s Conference Banquet, which 

will be held at the amazing Smithsonian Air and 

Space Museum on Thursday evening, ask about 

them at the conference registration desk.  

 

 



	
	

************************************************************************************ 

IEEE ELECTRON DEVICES SOCIETY - MEMBERSHIP PROMOTIONS FOR 44th  
PVSC ATTENDEES 

Be sure to stop by the EDS membership booth, located in the exhibit hall, to learn about the EDS 
membership promotion deals available to PVSC attendees.   

EDS members enjoy a host of important benefits including free, unlimited online access to the 
IEEE Journal of Photovoltaics. So stop by to learn more.  Don't miss this opportunity to become 
part of the EDS community! 

*********************************************************************************** 

	


